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Chem Gro Inc.Website. Chem Gro Inc. has a new website for those who are internet
savvy. It is www.chemgroinc.com . It will bring you to a master screen in which you will have
to click on either on the Iowa or Illinois button to determine which direction you will want to go.
The website is still under construction, but you can access daily opening and closing grain
markets bids, view products and services that we provide, and view my current and previous
Crop Watch updates.
“I’ve been on the quiet side”. I know I haven’t sent out a Crop Watch letter for a while
now. I just haven’t had much positive things to say about our crops. I knew from walking fields
that corn yields were going to be WAY off in Hancock County. I just didn’t think they would be
this bad. From farmer conversations, about 2/3 of the corn fields are averaging 80-120
bushel/acre in this area. I had two farmers recently ask me “What do you do when the corn
moisture is higher than the yield on the yield monitor?” My first reaction was to tell them to
drink heavily, but excessive amounts of alcohol can create its own set of problems; and I didn’t
want to be the one to push them over the edge. Crying seems to be the best answer to the poor
yield dilemma. It is a safe alternative to drinking, it costs nothing, and it gets the negative
emotions out of one’s body.
Soil Sampling. The principles of soil sampling and making sound fertility
recommendations have not changed much in the last 30 years or so. The goal is to maintain soil
pH and soil nutrients (like phosphorus and potassium) at levels that are adequate enough to NOT
limit the yield potential of our crops. I quite often think this concept gets overlooked or
overshadowed in comparison to the money spent on new high tech gadgets like auto-steer, yield
monitors, and the new and improved sexy looking tractors and combines. New equipment and
new gadgets are fun to operate, but they always turn into old depreciated junk as next year’s
models quickly replace them. Although the principles of soil sampling have not changed, the
high tech world of GPS and variable rate application has allowed us to apply lime and nutrients
in a more precise and responsible manner based upon good soil sampling methods. Below are
some of the soil sampling and application methods that are available.
• 10 acre composite soil sampling. This is the most basic type of soil test that has been used
more extensively in the past. Several soil probe samples taken across approximately 10 acres
are mixed together for analysis. For example, in an 80 acre field, there would be a total of 8
samples submitted to a soil lab for analysis. This type of sampling will give a good “rough”
idea as to the general fertility and pH of the soil.
• 2.5 acre grid sampling. This type of soil sampling method is a direct result from the GPS
technology movement, and in my opinion, shows a lot of value to today’s farming practices.
Typically, a 4-wheeler is equipped with GPS and borders the field to determine the exact
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acreage. Then with the GPS, 2.5 acre grids are overlain on the computer generated field
map. Several soil probe samples are pulled to make a composite soil sample for every 2.5
acres. For example, in an 80 acre field, 32 samples are submitted to a soil lab for analysis.
Typically, there is a fee to the customer for the more extensive sampling method used. This
type of sampling provides several advantages compared to the basic 10 acre composite soil
sampling method:
o Finding buried treasure. Well, not in the literal sense, but it is amazing how many
fields that I have seen sampled on 2.5 acre grids are still showing high to extremely
high Phosphorus and Potassium levels from manure applications from 30-80+ years
ago! I have quickly come to the conclusion that high fertility levels created from
livestock manure are about impossible to reduce in our lifetime from crop yield
removal. Also, with the numerous gravel roads in Western Illinois, many field
borders do not require any additional limestone application due to the limestone dust
that gets constantly blown in from vehicles. This is like finding buried treasure in
your fields because with GPS, we can now Variable Rate Application (VRA) or not
apply any additional fertilizer or lime in these areas if the soil levels are high enough.
With the increasing costs of dry fertilizer, this can be a substantial savings in many
fields.
o Variable Rate Application (VRA). As I already alluded to, we now have the ability to
change fertilizer rates on the go with the computer technology we have. Fertilizer
prescriptions are made for each 2.5 acre grid within a field to either increase,
decrease, or maintain fertility levels depending upon yield goals for each crop.
o Computer generated fertility maps. Documentation is a great asset to grid sampling.
It gives you a visual representation on how your fertility can vary across a field. I
have attached 4 maps with this Crop Watch update to show you some examples. The
first map shows how the pH values are affected by gravel roads. The second map
shows how the VRA of lime would be applied in the same field. The third and fourth
map is of a different farm showing how old manure applications are still showing up
in high Phosphorus levels, and the corresponding VRA map using DAP (a
phosphorus fertilizer). Many fields have these undiscovered savings in them.
Soil type zone sampling. This type of soil sampling is tied together with GPS mapping. A
digital soil type map is downloaded for a particular field, and soil samples are submitted
within same soil types. This type of sampling, in my opinion, is best suited for areas that
have large yield variations due to soil types. For example, fields near the Mississippi and
Illinois Rivers often have soil types that can vary from heavy black gumbo to “sand-box”
sand all in the same field. Zone sampling will better help micro-manage fields with extreme
yield variations due to soil types.
Fertilizer application based upon yield monitor crop removal. For those who have yield
monitors with the GPS mapping/recording software, you have the ability to VRA fertilizer
your fields based upon the amount of yield you have harvested. This type of fertilizer
application can be very useful for maintaining soil fertility levels as you are replacing the
nutrients in the same levels as they are being removed.
o I see this type of application as the next step/process after fields are 2.5 acre grid
sampled, and fertilizer is VRA to get nutrients more uniform across the field as so the
nutrients are not limiting yield.
That’s my 2 cents worth…..the choice and decision is always yours.

Lonne

Farm'n the USA
PH
Prepared For: Farm'n the USA
Farm: Dream Farm 1
Field: Dream Farm 1
Crop Zone:
Crop Year:

County: Hancock, IL
Twp Rng Sec:
Directions:
Acres: 91.26

Scale = 520 feet/inch

Layer Summary
PH (none)

Layer: Soil Test 2009
Attribute: PH

5.7

Records:

35

Average:
Weighted Average:

6.1

Minimum:
Maximum:

5.7
6.6
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Farm'n the USA
Prescription Summary
Prepared For: Farm'n the USA
Farm: Dream Farm 1
Field: Dream Farm 1
Crop Zone:
Crop Year:

County: Hancock, IL
Twp Rng Sec:
Directions:
Acres: 91.26

Scale = 520 feet/inch

Product Summary
Operation: Lime Rec -- Lime
Product: Lime
Rate (ton/acre)
Average (total):
Average (app):
Minimum:
Maximum:
181 (tons)

Area (acres)
Total:
91.26
App:
83.37

Quantity:

Produced with EASi Suite
(c) 2001-2008, MapShots, Inc.

Lime (ton/acre)
0.00

0.94

1.88

2.81

3.75

1.98
2.17
0.75
3.75
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Farm'n the USA
P
Prepared For: Farm'n the USA
Farm: Dream Farm 2
Field: Dream Farm 2
Crop Zone:
Crop Year:

County: Hancock, IL
Twp Rng Sec:
Directions:
Acres: 61.54

Scale = 449 feet/inch

Layer Summary
P (LbsPerAcre (st))

Layer: Soil Test 2009
Attribute: P

16

Records:

20

Average:
Weighted Average:

72

Minimum:
Maximum:

16
192

Produced with EASi Suite
(c) 2001-2008, MapShots, Inc.
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Farm'n the USA
Prescription Summary
Prepared For: Farm'n the USA
Farm: Dream Farm 2
Field: Dream Farm 2
Crop Zone:
Crop Year:

County: Hancock, IL
Twp Rng Sec:
Directions:
Acres: 61.54

Scale = 449 feet/inch

Product Summary
Operation: Fert Rec -- DAP
Product: DAP
Rate (lb/acre)
Average (total):
Average (app):
Minimum:
Maximum:
12716 (pounds)

Area (acres)
Total:
61.53
App:
50.89

Quantity:

Produced with EASi Suite
(c) 2001-2008, MapShots, Inc.

DAP (lb/acre)
0

106

212

317

423

207.00
250.00
76.00
423.00
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